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ABSTRACT 

This study ha investigated the wear behavior of three different kinds of erosion particles on ductile cast iron (NCI). 

Particle erosion is a wear loss from the surface of solid body caused by the relative motion of fluid with solid 

particles. It also deals with A Brief Discussion about Ductile Iron, factors that affect properties of Ductile Iron, 

Mechanical Properties of Ductile iron. Different structures are discussed and effect of erosive wear on hardness is 

discussed. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Ductile cast iron (NCI) materials have attracted attention because they exhibit higher strength and toughness than 

conventional cast iron materials [1]. Young‟s modulus of ductile iron (approximately 180000 N/mm2 ) is higher than 

the one of grey cast iron. The fatigue strenght depends on the structure of the matrix, the characteristics of spheroidal 

graphite and casting defects. In addition, ductile cast iron has good bearing properties and resistance to wear, corrosion 

and oxidation. Special properties (such as resistance to aggressive media) can be achieved with alloying, [2]. The 

randomly oriented crystals or grains of metal undergo plastic deformation by a process of slip which is due to a shear 

stress caused by the lamellae of the crystal sliding over one another. Failure by slip only occurs after a large amount of 

plastic deformation and will be accompanied by a considerable elongation of the test piece in a tensile test. Besides, 

crystals sometimes fail by cleavage due to separation on a plane known as a cleavage plane. Such failure is of a sudden 

brittle nature and occurs when the tensile stress, Normal to the cleavage plane, exceeds the cohesive strength of the 

material. 

 In a tensile test, when a crack is first initiated, there is a considerable amount of elastic energy stored in the specimen, 

as a large volume of material is stressed to the maximum stress level. This energy is released when failure starts and 

serves to propagate the crack. The release of elastic energy speeds up crack propagation, and depending on the 

chemical composition, a certain speed may be exceeded causing the fracture to change from ductile state to brittle state. 

The first commercial applications of Austempered Ductile Iron (ADI) occurred in 1972. But, the history of the 

development of ADI spans from the 1930‟s to the present. Revolutionary heat treatment work with steel (1930‟s) and 

the discovery of ductile cast iron (1940‟s) are included among the important events which lead to the development of 

ADI.  

In the 1930‟s, work was conducted by Bain et al on the isothermal transformation of steel. A new micro constituent was 

discovered that was described as “an acicular, dark etching aggregate.” This new microstructure exhibited promising 

properties as it was found to be tougher, for the same hardness, than tempered martensite.  In the 1940‟s Keith Millis 
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was assigned the task of examining elements to additional for chromium in the production of Ni Hard cast iron at the 

International Nickel Company (INCO). This study eventually leads to the treatment of gray cast iron with magnesium. 

On examination, spheroidal shaped graphite was found in this cast iron. The first magnesium treated ductile iron had 

been produced. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

[1] S.O. Omolea et al [2018] They were portrayed utilizing optical metallurgical magnifying instrument and they 

contained pearlitic-ferritic grid structure. They were exposed to wear test at room temperature dependent on nail to 

circle activity. Break surfaces and the wear track were considered utilizing filtering electron magnifying lens and found 

that the crack surfaces significantly comprise of sinewy with little cleavage crack example in certain examples. Wear 

component is delimination with adhesive wear conduct. The particular wear rate was found to diminish with expanding 

hardness of the material and coefficient of grating of the ductile irons during test.  

 

[2] Prabhukumar Sellamuthu et al [2018] The knob check of ADI diminishes and the knob size increments with an 

expansion in the austempering temperature. Diminishes in hardness and quality were discovered when there was an 

expansion in austempering temperature, from 300 to 360 ◦C. This could be because of the coarsening of the 

microstructure at raised temperatures, which is seen in optical and filtering electron tiny pictures. With an expansion in 

austempering temperature from 300 to 360 ◦C, extension just as effect sturdiness continuously increments.  

 

[3] Ezekiel H. Asonaminasom [2018] Investigation of ideal carburizing temperature and holding time on bi-nano 

added substances treatment of AISI5130 steel was displayed in this examination. AISI 5130 steel of 100 kg mass of 

0.35% carbon content was covered in pummeled added substances comprising of palm portion and coconut shell 

utilizing egg shell as an energizer. Four arrangements of 150 mm3 steel boxes stuffed with added substances blended at 

different weight proportion of 50:30:20 and sixty-four bits of 20x20x5 mm3 AISI 5130 steel were callous utilizing 

suppress heater (2500°C max limit) at individual temperatures and time of 950, 1000, 1050, 1100°C and 60, 90, 120, 

180 min.  

 

[4] Tohru Nobuki et al [2017] In this investigation, we created alloyed ductile cast iron examples containing V (0.1 

%), Al (0.1 %) + Cr (0.1 %) and Al (0.1 %) + V (0.1 %). The iron nitride (γ′-Fe4N) shaped on the surfaces of the 

nitride tests, and the iron complex nitrides (ε-Fe2–3N) framed on the surfaces of the nitro-carburized ones. Thus, 

contrasting and the equivalent alloying content, the rigidity and prolongation of the nitro-carburized tests show the 

higher incentive than that of nitride ones. The miniaturized scale Vickers hardness will in general decline with 

increment in good ways from the example surfaces. From the perspective of the nitride strategy, the hardness of nitride 

tests shows the higher incentive than that of the nitro-carburizing tests. Additionally, the most extreme small scale 

Vickers hardness of nitrided layer at separation of 0.03 mm from test surfaces expanded with the expanding down to 

earth profundity of nitrided layer.  

 

[5] S. Gupta et al [2016] The slurry disintegration obstruction of the cryotreated Cr-Mn-Cu iron is well similar to that 

of cryotreated high chromium iron. Higher hardness as well as improved consumption obstruction adds to better slurry 

disintegration property. It is apparent from the SEM pictures of the exhausted surfaces that, the overwhelming 

component of material expulsion during slurry disintegration is by furrowing. In as-cast irons breaks are conformed to 

the grid prompting spall development. In the event of cryotreated iron lattice being more enthusiastically, no special 

disintegration among grid and carbides are happening and thus a smoother destroyed surface is uncovered.  

 

[6] Veronica Mara Cortez Alves de Oliveiraa et al [2015] The point of this examination was to research the brief 

span creep conduct of Ti-6Al-4V by plasma carburizing, which was performed at 725◦C for 6 h in a half Ar – 45% H2–

5% CH4gas blend. Nano and smaller scale hardness testing. optical microscopy, TEM, X-beam diffraction and optical 

profilometry were utilized to describe the examples. The carburizing treatment brought about a compound layer 

estimating around 1.7 m in thickness with a hardness of 815 HV and an organization of TiC 0.66. The jerk properties of 

the "Widmanstätten + carburized" examples were improved comparative with those of untreated examples.  
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[7] Mohamed Ramadan et al [2014] In this exploration, the impact of semi-strong isothermal warmth treatment on 

microstructure, hardness and effect strength of ductile iron (DI) is contemplated. Warmth treated air-cooled ductile iron 

shows spheroid graphite, cementite and fine pearlite lattice structure. At the beginning periods of warming time (up to 

20 min), the DIs show critical reduction in measures of graphite and noteworthy increment in measures of cementite By 

expanding warming time, over 20 min, the DIs show marginally decline in measures of graphite and somewhat 

increment in measures of cementite. Mean while, the effect sturdiness decline with in-wrinkling warming time. The 

ideal warming treatment condition for sensible structure and mechanical properties could be accomplished at the 

temperature of 1165˚C for the warming time scope of 10 to 15 min. Warmth treated air cooled ductile iron shows 

spheroid graphite, cementite and fine pearlite network structure.  

 

[8] Mohammad BabaZadeh et al [2013] The transcendent wear system in ADIs is delamination of circular graphite's 

to oval ones, split spread from pressure focus focuses and delivering bigger holes by pulling off graphite's because of 

plastic distortion. There are various strategies for development wear obstruction in these  materials, for example, 

lessening austempering temperature, expanding hardness of surfaces in contact, expanding the fineness of ferritic 

framework, work solidifying of ferrite stage, expanding the measure of high-carbon held austenite at encompassing 

temperature.  

 

[9] Pattan Prakash C et al [2012] The framework produces the enhanced mechanical properties of SG iron. The 

framework utilizes fake neural system to decide the normal concoction sythesis of the SG iron. The outcomes can be 

additionally improved by utilizing reasonable pre-preparing techniques and capabilities. The preparation tests pictures 

assume a significant job in fake neural system approach. Consequently the testing and judgment of properties can be 

normal with increment in tests and getting more microstructure pictures from more fields. Example planning systems 

can likewise improve result. The small scale auxiliary element uncovers that, as the example breadth expands, the 

nodularity of the example diminishes and a definitive rigidity, yield quality and hardness additionally decline.  

 

[10] G. Straffelini et al [2011] The wear rates, consistent state erosion coefficients and contact temperatures were 

estimated for each sliding conditions, and the acting wear component were examined by methods for metallographic 

perceptions of worn surfaces and subsurface harmed districts. At low sliding paces (0.5–1 m/s), erosion coefficient and 

wear rates were found to diminish with sliding velocity and applied weight. At high sliding rates (1.5–2.6 m/s), erosion 

and wear were found to diminish with sliding pace however to increment with applied weight. 

 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

In most erosion processes, target material removal typically happens as the result of a large number of impacts of 

irregular angular particles, usually carried in pressurized fluid streams. The fundamental mechanisms of material 

removal, however, are more easily understood by analysis of the impact of single particles of a known geometry. Such 

fundamental studies can then be used to guide development of erosion theories involving particle streams, in which a 

surface is impacted repeatedly. Single particle impact studies can also reveal the rebound kinematics of particles, which 

are very significant for models which take into account the change in erosive potential due to collisions between 

incident and rebounding particles. 
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